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Abstract. It is the technology of performing weld joints (WJ) that determines its 

operational life. The main thing here is not provide just the usual today soundness 

but rather structural and phase uniformity of all metal constituents of WJ: weld, 

heat-affected areas and the base metal. This minimizes the initial unsoundness, 

while deformational uniformity of WJ is maximized and the time to occurrence of 

operational fatigue defects increases, durability is also maximized, not of the seam 

itself, but of the entire WJ, which, ideally, becomes identical to the base metal in its 

deformational and mechanical properties. The assessment of such uniformity of all 

areas of WJ at the production stage is carried out today sporadically by hardness 

testing. A much more efficient method here manifests itself, which is using coercive 

force, implemented in self-contained portable coercimeters with attached transducer, 

providing better usability and accuracy of assessment of the metal state to the 
desired depth, capability to operate in manual or automatic mode, while eliminating 

the need for surface grinding.  

Such monitoring may be performed point-wise or be continuous in time and 

space. On the example of welds in rail strings of continuous welded rails is shown 

imperfection of modern technologies of welding rails in terms of obtaining equally 

strong, uniform under deformations WJ, which is the case even with specialized rail 

welding companies. Such initial imperfections, later on add up with operational 

loads, which in certain actual cases, lead to accelerated fracture of the welded joint 

in the course of service. Operating coercimetric monitoring of welded rail joints 

makes it possible to identify such features of the newly welded joint. This allows 

adjusting the rail welding technology used now to increase useful life of the joints, 
reduce accidents at railways with the expected decrease in the number of proactive 

unjustified replacement of joints in service on suspicion of looming fracture. 

Coercimetric image of welded joints, whose  metal has reached the limit after which 

begins its failure, is diagnostically much more accurate and adequate, than its 

similar flaw pattern, while allowing to form a forecast of residual life based on the 

current state. 

 

 

It is the technology of performing weld joint (WJ) that determines its operational life. 

The technology here implies welding process itself and subsequent thermal treatment. The 

main thing here is not provide just the usual today and self-evident soundness but rather 

realize on this unconditional basis structural and phase uniformity of all metal constituents 

of WJ: weld, heat-affected zones and the base metal. Commitment to such homogeneity at 

the same time minimizes also unsoundness of welding. But most important is the fact that 
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deformational homogeneity of welds is improved due to it. As a result, the initial 

unsoundness, while deformational uniformity of WJ is maximized and the time to 

occurrence of operational fatigue defects in metal increases, durability is also maximized, 

not of the weld itself, but of the entire WJ, which, ideally, becomes identical to the base 

metal in its deformational and mechanical properties. The assessment of such uniformity of 

all areas of WJ at the production stage is carried out today sporadically and only by 

hardness  testing.  In  its  essence  it  is  a  purely  superficial  testing  method.  It  does  not  lend  

itself to automation. Its sensitivity to structural heterogeneity of metal is by one order of 

magnitude worse than that with the coercive force method. Coercimetric testing carried out 

using portable self-contained devices with attached transducer is much more efficient here 

because of better practicability and a much higher informational precision, assessment of 

metal state, being not superficial, but to the desired depth. A much more efficient method 

here manifests itself, which is using coercive force, implemented in self-contained portable 

coercimeters with attached transducer, providing better usability and accuracy of 

assessment of the metal state to the desired depth, which is also due to the capability to 

operate in manual or automatic mode, while eliminating the need for surface grinding.  

Such monitoring may be performed point-wise or be continuous in time and space. 

 On the example of welds in rail strings of continuous welded rails is shown 

imperfection of traditional technologies of welding rail joints in terms of obtaining equally 

strong, uniform under deformations WJ, which is the case even with specialized rail 

welding companies. Such initial structural imperfections, later on add up with operational 

loads, which in certain actual cases, lead to accelerated fracture of the welded joint in the 

course of service.  

As of today, such heterogeneities, and what is more, concentrated in the place of their 

origination at welding, are not monitored by anybody or in any way. Rails are carried to 

many  sections  of  railways  and  laid  into  tracks.  Later  on  in  the  course  of  service  NDT  

specialists try to detect cracks in rails, which resulted from such heterogeneities. But such 

heterogeneities are already dissipated throughout the railway network, detection of them as 

well  as  of  cracks  resulting  from  them;  their  revealing  is  less  probable  than  it  could  have  

been done at railway welding enterprises. However potentially even here, in the dissipated 

state, their revealing and monitoring is physically more productive, than search of cracks 

which originated from such heterogeneities. Besides, operating coercimetric monitoring of 

welded  rail  joints  or  at  least  their  bench  fatigue  testing  make  it  possible  to  identify  such  

negative structural features of the newly welded joint, having clearly correlated destruction 

of metal with its causes produced by the welding operation.. This allows purposeful 

adjusting of the rail welding technology used now to increase useful life of the joints, and 

thus reduce accidents at railways with the expected simultaneous decrease in the number of 

proactive unjustified replacements of joints in service on suspicion of looming fracture. 

 Coercimetric image of structural homogeneity of welded joints, whose metal has 

reached the limit after which begins its failure, is diagnostically much more accurate and 

adequate, than its similar flaw pattern. It allows forming a forecast of residual life based on 

the current state while using known from monitoring the rate of metal degradation in the 

joint, up to a certain limiting level corresponding to initiation of destruction determined by 

bench tests it, being a multiparameter function, is permanently made more precise using 

information from operational control practical experience. 

Mechanical (cyclic and static) endurance of a weld joint, WJ, just like of any 

mechanical structure, is ensured by uniform strength of its main parts – the weld zone 

proper, the heat-affected zone and the base metal. Initially strength uniformity has to be 

provided by calculations. Non-destructive testing methods for structural strength 

uniformity, initial or ongoing, in general do not exist. Destructive methods may not always 

be suitable for this because of their destructive nature. However, strength uniformity of WJ 
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is quite identical to deformational homogeneity. The latter is the case if all parts of WJ are 

equally deformed under the action of internal stresses and external loadings. Thus such 

homogeneity is effectively controlled by indirect methods at all stages of service life, and 

coercimetry here in fact is the most productive, if deformational uniformity is ensured by 

uniformity of structure. Applied to WJ of rail strings and changes in structure occur in the 

vast majority of cases. 

Without special heat treatment immediately after welding achieving uniformity of 

deformation, uniformity of strength is generally impossible. By varying modes and welding 

parameters one can only closely approximate such state. The degree of approximation 

would be better if the task of ensuring equal strength is already set when developing 

welding technologies. That means that in working out the method one tries to provide not 

only and not so much the maximum strength of the weld itself, but strives to ensure that 

both the weld and heat affected zones should resist operational loads all in the same way: 

just as the base metal.  

Only with such target-oriented welding technologies all parts of the WJ resist 

loadings primarily as a whole formation rather than as weld-connected heterogeneous metal 

bands.  In  such  WJ stress  concentrators  manifest  themselves  to  a  lesser  extent,  they  occur  

when some part of the WJ under the effect of loading deforms more (or less) than it’s any 

other part. Right at the interface between such deformationally different parts stress 

concentration occurs. In so doing the degree of concentration is the greater, the more 

deformationally different are adjacent metal domains. 

Magnetic characteristic, the coercive force of metal and it measuring instruments, 

coercimeters are today the most effective means of practical control of metal 

inhomogeneity and relative stressed state of the WJ. This has already been quite well tested 

by more than 30 years of monitoring practices. Thus it is necessary only to choose among 

plenty of offers the most suitable device which, other conditions being equal, is least 

susceptible to the influence on the test results of confounding factors, such as curvature, 

roughness, rust, presence of the protective coating, ambient and metal temperatures, etc. 

The confirmation of this is our practical experience of many years of operational 

diagnostics of annular welded joints on coolant pipelines of nuclear and heat power plants. 

Our experience shows that power engineers by intuition and from operating practices have 

long understood the need to ensure homogeneity of the WJ in order to achieve trouble-free 

operation during its lifetime. They managed to have this without coercimetry. The method 

of solving the problem in that case was very simple exhaustive search of welding 

technology options resorting to bench trials and verification of operation results. As a 

result, they succeeded in obtaining a WJ which, upon stripping the reinforcing weld, could 

neither visually nor coercimetrically be detected (identified) on the pipe, so 

indistinguishable from the main pipeline metal it was. So, over the estimated service life 

(and often far beyond it) in such homogeneous WJ operational defects of metal were not 

formed. Another spectacular example is our observation of the dynamics of the operational 

fractures of welded rail joints in strings of high-speed railways in the Soviet and Russian 

railways. As within the last 25 years the technology of welding of rail joints was improving 

towards ensuring greater uniformity, equivalence of the weld metal and heat-affected zone 

as compared to rail metal, the number of rail joint fractures has sharply went down.  

Such reduction was also obtained without resort to coercimetry, only by way of 

mechanical bench testing samples of welded joints produced under different welding and 

heat treatment modes. However, if a posteriori, having testing results at hand, one looks at 

the results of the performed empirically selection from coercimetric point of view, from it 

clearly follows that here the main parameter of nondestructive testing characterizing long-

term operational cyclic endurance of rail welded joints is the coercive force of the metal, 

measured in all areas of each weld, and that with coercimetry best welding results would 
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have emerged long before it happened without it, but these results would have been 

accompanied by more effective and targeted non-invasive WJ control procedure, which 

now actually, with regard to controlling susceptibility to fracture, is still nonexistent. Thus 

spontaneously obtained fair result is not supported by the parameter controlling its stability, 

and namely reproducibility. 

Thus it is absolutely obvious that the less coercimetrically different are measurement 

results on metal of weld and on heat-affected zones of the base metal, the more long-term is 

static and cyclic endurance of the welded joint. This conclusion was empirically obtained 

by us in the course of many years of concurrent observations for 25 or more years, of the 

welded joints at nuclear power plants, heat power plants and railways. fracture tests 

Performed today on the control weld in the welding of each string is undoubtedly an 

effective control procedure, but not sufficient one, as such control tests are no longer 

possible when rails are in service to evaluate current state and to correlate the current state 

with  the  original  delivery  condition.  In  this  case  only  coercimetry  or  any  other  effective  

NDT methods are irreplaceable. 

We estimated the existing welding rail joints technology applied under conditions of 

stationary rail welding enterprise handling 600-meter strings to be laid in tracks of high-

speed trains. To do so were conducted manual coercimetric measurements on freshly 

welded strings. Strings have passed hand over control, and were ready to be shipped for 

laying in the high-speed train track. There were examined totally 100 welded joints. 

Welding method used was electric resistance one. Measurements of the coercive force of 

the metal were performed directly on the weld, on both heat-affected zones (HAZ) adjacent 

to the weld (±50 mm) and in the areas of base metal  of rail  (BM) (±300 mm), where the 

effect of welding on the metal properties is no longer felt. 

An ideal deformationally homogeneous welded joint should have the values of 

coercive force in the weld and in its any zone, equal to the coercive force of BM. Across 

the whole sample of tested joints were plotted graphs of distribution of mean arithmetic 

values of the coercive force on both sides of the weld to within ±300 mm within the same 

limits a schedule arithmetic mean deviation (dispersion analog) of the coercive force value 

Hc. Scatter of DHc values obtained was 2,9 A/cm. such scatter, taken account of with 

regard for strength calculation during the remaining life, suggests that fracture of the joint 

can occur before the rail track in the area of the joint becomes unusable due to an 

unacceptable change in its geometrical parameters due to metal wear by friction, i.e., within 

its design life. By increasing sample size of the tested joints, probability of occurrence of a 

joint with greater spread  of Hc values within its limits will only increase. 

The entire analysis of welding technology performed shows that the basis for 

acceptance testing of welded joints should be assessment of structural homogeneity, rather 

than occurrence of welding defects. The welded joint is to be defect-free by definition. 

However, its durability can be ensured from the very beginning only based on its structural 

homogeneity. Only in this way it can be ensured already at the welding stage in the 

production of strings of jointless tracks at a stationary rail welding specialized enterprise. 

Coercimetric criteria of the degree of structural homogeneity of WJ are distinct and 

physically grounded. The control procedure of joint for this parameter can be easily fully 

automated – from the actual measurement process to the decision-making process (with 

regard for serviceableness), inclusive. On this basis, it is easy to create an electronic 

databank of the initial state of each joint. Subsequent operational cracks and fractures in the 

joints are an inevitable consequence of structural inhomogeneities in WJ. 

It is at the rail welding enterprises, where personnel should strive to minimize 

inhomogeneities. Performing this function after the rail string has been taken away for lying 

to different parts of the railway network, is a lot harder. Improving the welding and heat 

treatment technologies for welding strings at an enterprise is much easier and more 
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productive. It is a reliable guarantee that within the design life the welded joint will be 

defect-free and will have to be replaced not because of its inherent defects, but rather 

because of loss of rail geometrical shape due to mechanical wear of metal. This will reduce 

the cost of operating the rail flaw detection services while increasing reliability of the track. 

On-stream coercimetry of rails in jointless tracks is a lot cheaper and more reliable, and 

more productive than non-destructive testing. Such coercimetry also reduces the scope of 

NDT testing, since the appearance of a defect precedes the lengthy process of coercive 

force growth. 

Providing high long-term endurance of the welded joint is a multiparameter problem. 

Presently established welding technologies levels, as well as the scope of knowledge about 

the fracture mechanics, are quite high and relatively balanced. Such multiparameter 

problem today does not have any pronounced weak links. All components of the multi-

parameter function are already about equal in weight for ensuring WJ endurance. But this 

level is not high enough so that actually reached duration of smooth operation of the 

welded joint within the estimated service life could cease to be relevant. Here too, the 

coercive force due to its physical nature is an effective integrated materials-research 

informational characteristic which is very sensitive to almost the entire set of processes in 

the  weld  that  affect  the  endurance  of  the  welded  joint,  from  the  micro-level  up.  The  

experience of its use in this capacity shows that there is no problem of its inadequacy to 

these processes. Here is felt a lack of knowledge with the experts unable to understand and 

make use of such adequacy to the full extent. 

The prevailing today welding technology level has been reached mainly empirically, 

that  is  by  sorting  options,  their  testing  on  the  testing  benches  and  from the  experience  of  

applying such options on real objects. This is the most reliable, but also the longest version 

of the extensive (taking decades) search for the best solution. Today, capabilities of such a 

purely practical approach aimed at further improvement of the reliability of the welded 

joint have been exhausted. The economy does not allow spending dozens of years in quest 

for the right solution. Coercive force Method is more than a hundred years old, it appeared 

with the beginning of the study of magnetism, i.e., long before all the NDT methods other 

than visual, and possibly acoustic (not ultrasonic!) came into existence. It, when applied to 

the WJ, allows reducing the number of sorting options, immediately highlighting the most 

promising steps. Thanks to its deep physical material-research and non-destructive 

background, this method significantly reduces also the scope of bench tests: one of the most 

expensive items in search for the best solution in terms of time and finances. 

The report is accompanied by graphs showing the results of coercimetric 

measurements and requisite methodological details. 
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Pic.1        Pic. 2 

 Summary coercimetrical analysis of continuously welded rails (each rail and each welded joint) was conducted manually on stalk truck. All continuously welded rails had outgoing control and were ready for shipping. Totally 4 continuously welded rails 600 meters each and 100 welded joints on them were tested. 
Measurements on fresh welded joint after weld dressing before heat treatment. The transducer is places at the weld and marking-off of heat-affected zone. The marking-off is made for the measurements.  
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 Pic.3 At this picture main types of deviation of WJ metal state from optimal are represented with computer graphic. These deviations are results of failure in welding and heat treatment and these days are not monitored.   



 
 Pic. 4 Optimal and real welded joint proceed in different ways during service life. In terms of coercimetry they are well-distinguished in initial state and during service life. A susceptibility to fracture of optimal WJ almost does not rise. 



  Pic.5.1       Pic.5.2 Control samples of WJ are done before welding of each continuously welded rail. The samples are subject of bench tests with premeasured bending loadings toward head and toward base. There is a result of measurements on rail metal outside of bending loading at the Pic.5.1. There is a measurement at the weld in the area of maximum of bending loading at the Pic. 5.2.  

  Pic.6.1       Pic.6.2 



Control sample of bending bench test these days is considered as representing the state of corresponding continuous welded rail in whole. But welded rail contains 25 welded joints and such selective check does not bring out deviation in welding of each particular WJ. 100% outgoing control of structural and phase uniformity is required and today these can be provided by coercimetry only. 

 Pic.7. An average welded joint  of 50 welded joints sampling. Maximum and minimum variations. Maximum and minimum variations are plotted on the base of coercimetrical measurements of 50 WJ at welds and heat-affected zones. The graph of arithmetic averages in each measurement point  is also plotted. There is founded a welded joint containing the maximum difference between maximum and minimum values that means that cycle strength of this welded joint is not enough for correspond to estimated service life. The bottom graph represents minimum values. It shows the best structural and phase uniformity of all metal constituents of WJ: weld, heat-affected areas and the base metal and so proves that such optimum result is reachable by existing welding technology. But also it (in comparison with other graphs) demonstrates that the technology is not stable and so does not provide optimal result for each particular WJ. And there is no current control procedure for each WJ.  


